Trans-American Studies: Social Justice, Identity and Public Policy

*An invitation to contribute to an innovative series on Trans-American Studies*.

Following the groundbreaking interdisciplinary academic initiatives of the Latin American Network (LATNET), founded by series co-editor Juan de Dios Pineda, this series uniquely addresses both Latino/a Studies and Latin American Studies, exploring these disciplines in their regional contexts in crosspollination for the first time.

The series bridges domestic North American studies of identity and social justice and those pertaining to social and public policy in Latin America, addressing a broad range of concerns including immigration, bilateral and multilateral national security, public governance, public ethics, and the social constructs of ‘race’ and ‘ethnicity’ in contexts of national and community identities. The series also explores the significant and often insufficiently recognized Latin American contributions to public philosophy, in relation to postcolonial and postmodern movements.

We welcome submissions in English, Spanish and Portuguese.

**Queries, Proposals, and Manuscripts can be sent to the Series Editors at:**

Nancy López | Series Editor  
nlopez@unm.edu

Juan de Dios Pineda | Series Editor  
pinedaj@unm.edu

Megan Madden | Editorial Peter Lang  
megan.madden@plang.com